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Stagnation has been the dominant trait in the nuclear engineering for the last two decades, as
fundamentally new NPP units were not developed. At the same time manufacturers of measurement
instruments and data processing computer systems have been conducting operation aimed at perfection
of these means in an intensive way, offering more and more perfect, precise and expensive devices.
Basically, their efforts are directed on the perfection of existing control and monitoring systems, data
processing computer systems as well as issues associated with circuitry of control systems.

There is virtually no operation devoted to searching of the new control and monitoring methods,
increasing of the level of observability of the state and controllability of NPP process and equipment.

It might seem surprising, but at the present time the basic purpose of operation is implementation of
new electronic and computer systems on NPP, while the main point of discussions has started to be a
question as to what alternatives, types and system versions of this equipment should be installed on
NPP.
It is a common practice to think that more accurate, perfect and modern equipment will automatically
lead to a positive effect.

However, a curious incident happened to the Watt inertia governor shows that it is not so. At the
beginning of 19 century a number of firms were keen on "improvement" of this governor. They went
as far as to place the governor under a glass cap and pump out the air. Yet, and it is the most
surprising, steam machines began to operation in unstable way. The subsequent development of the
steam-power engineering was under threat. Mathematical research of the governor showed that an
unreasonable "improvement" of the inertia governor of the steam machine without conducting
elementary calculations of its dynamic behavior and stability can result in loss of machine's stability
and, as consequence, to its destruction.

Nuclear power plants equipped with W E R reactors are now working; their basic function (production
of electric power) is fulfilled. Their basic characteristics (either in respect to reliability or efficiency)
are not inferior to the western NPPs with PWR reactors.

It might have been possible to assume that the reason serving as a stimulus to the I & C development
is an occurrence of unforeseen situations, i.e. accidents (fires, rupture of metal, failure of valves, etc.),
yet experience shows that the causes of accidents are failures of various kinds of equipment save I&C.

At present it is common knowledge that western countries surpass Russia appreciably as to the
technology, R&D and hardware especially in the field of measurement and computer systems, which
are a technical basis of automation, though the reliability of western NPP is not higher.
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Moreover, for the last 10-15 years a number of NPPs with W E R reactors have undergone the
replacement of a significant part (sometimes a total one) of I & C equipment by the western products,
although nothing essential has been noticed.

Moreover, an experience of Temelin NPP testifies that such a replacement may be not an optimum
one.

On the basis of the presented examples it is possible to draw a conclusion that a transition to the new
state of the art equipment in itself does not give a positive effect, if the equipment carries out the same
functions as the old one, and it is based on the same technological foundation.
For example, no one has any doubt about introduction, by analogy with the western NPPs, of Accident
control instrumentation systems (PAMS), but here the case is the basically new system instead of the
"state of the art" equipment.

It follows from the above that the necessity of development and perfection of NPP measurement
devices and I &C system as a whole should be based on some postulates.
We make an attempt in the present report to analyze these postulates on the basis of examination of
experience of ensuring effective and safe operation of nuclear power installations gained in nuclear
power engineering.

At the stage of the problem's formulation, it is necessary to take account of the fact that purposes of
NPP I & C system should correspond to basic targets of NPP operation.
The automated process control system (I & C) as one of forms of monitoring and control systems
takes the highest place as to the degree of integration and automation. Strictly speaking, no system
among the operated NPP monitoring and control systems can be referred to the I & C class, but in
nuclear engineering of Russia the "I & C" term is used as a slang with reference to any monitoring and
control system.

As a basic purpose of NPP is production of energy, it is obvious that main objectives of I & C designs
can be the following:
Q safety in conditions of normal situation in the country either for personnel/population or for NPP

itself from the point of view of its integrity;
• . profitability,
a . reliability in production of this type of energy.

The above objectives are inharmonious and interrelated, nevertheless, they can be used as criteria
during the estimation of NPP designs.
The I & C system as well as all other NPP components should ensure achievement of objectives in
view. So it is expedient to establish at a certain level one of the objectives, namely, the safety, as a
dogma demanding unconditional fulfillment, for example, at a level of the Russian norms and/or
recommendations of international commissions and IAEA.

Other objectives (reliability and profitability) can be defined in figures and be used as the criteria.
Let's introduce some notions accepted in the modern theory of management:

Control - Process of elaboration and realization of control activities.

The elaboration of control activities includes gathering, transfer and processing of necessary
information, making of decisions, which should necessarily include a definition of control activities.

The realization of control activities includes transfer of control activities and, if necessary, their
transformation to the form directly perceived by the controlled object.

Controlling system - the system, which consists of a control object and a controlled object.
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Control system - is a system, which subsystems are intended for accomplishment of some functions
of a control object. The subsystems can embody control devices, governors, controllers and other
components.

The typical subsystems include the following:
a measurement, gathering, processing, distribution and transfer of information about the condition

of the controlled object,
• . input and internal influence,
a . decision making, control, diagnostics, accident control; corrective control,
a . transfer and realization of control influence,
a . gathering and representation of information to the human operator,
a . documenting.

Automated control system - Control system, part of which functions (mainly, the function of
decision making) is carried out by the human operator.

Controlled object is the object, for achievement of desirable results of which functioning is necessary
and allowable specially organized influence.

Notes:
1. It is possible to call the controlled object subjected to a control influence as a controlled system.
2. The controlled objects can be either separate objects separated according to certain attributes (for

example, constructive, functional), or sets of objects, i.e. complexes.
3. Depending on properties or assignment of controlled objects, there can be allocated technical,

technological, economical, organizational, social and other controlled objects and complexes.

Observability of condition is the property of the object which consists in a possibility of estimating
values of coordinates determining condition of this object in respect to the measured values of
coordinates in conditions of the set restrictions.

Controllability of controlled object is a property of the controlled object characterized by the fact
that there exist control influence capable to ensure the achievement of the control objective in
conditions of the set restrictions.

The last two definitions pertain to both the controlled object and to the control system, namely:
a . the controlled object should have the property of observability and controllability,
• the control system should ensure observability and controllability of the controlled object.

The system comprising a set of interacting elements. That is, the system is not merely a set of
elements (even though having some common attribute), it is characterized by a certain integrity
ensured by the connections and interaction between its elements. The important features peculiar to
many technical, social and biological systems_are also frequently emphasized: the presence of the
similar goal and, as a consequence, the deliberate character of elements' interaction.

The realization of any technological process in the production of goods demands certain actions aimed
at its control, i.e. there is a need in changing of the process course in a desirable direction. For this
reason technological process can and should be considered as controlled objects.

The NPP unit as any other man made system is created by a person/group (developer) in order to
achieve some useful result (effect) or in other words to perform a certain special-purpose. So the
appropriate organization of its components (a set of elements and the order of their interaction) is
defined by it.
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The above aspects allow to speak about the intellectual beginning peculiar to any man made system (in
our case, it is the power unit); and it is necessary to take into account that it is present in the man made
system as follows:
Q . as the materialized reason of the system's developer which have defined its organization expedient

in respect to some purpose;
• . and directly as the mind of humans/group included in the man made system; the mind realizing

goals set by the developer as well as tasks, which the system should carry out within the structure
of a high rank system (in our case, it is the power system), ensures achievement of these goals.

All the aforesaid pertain to the power unit as a whole. However, the task of the present report consists
in indication of approaches necessary for formation of the initial data for synthesis of the power unit
control system based on the examination of the power unit's properties as a controlled object.

Therefore, we shall elaborate on the purpose of the power unit control system as its inherent part and
its role in achievement of the goals set for the power unit as a whole.

The important point determining the purpose of the control system is the impossibility of appropriate
organization of interaction of the power unit elements deprived of the intellectual factor (reactor,
turbine, pump, valves, etc.) and consequently the necessity to organize this interaction at the
information level.

Furthermore, during operation of the power unit it is necessary to maintain the organization of
elements of the power unit stipulated by the developer concerning the goal, which is realized on the
technological level, as well as take measure in conditions of disorganizing processes and events.

The solution of the above tasks is assigned to the power unit control system, which structure includes
indispensable intellectual factor. It should be noted that it is done as an expedient behavior of the
software and hardware complex of the control system (mind of the developer, but now the developer
of the control system) and the human operator. However, the separation of functions between a human
and an automatic device is the task of subsequent stages of the control system creation, therefore at
this stage the software and hardware complex of the control system and the human operator act as the
whole, i.e. the control system of the power unit.

The analysis of requirements of both Russian and other countries' safety norms and rules of nuclear
power plants and also of IAEA guidelines shows that the control system of the power unit of nuclear
power plant should be created for achievement of the following basic goals:
• Provision of normal safe operation of NPP unit for effective production of energy;
• . Prevention of infringements of limits and conditions of safe operation;
• . Prevention of accidents;
• . Mitigation of consequences of accidents;
a . Return of NPP in the controllable condition in case of accidents;
a . Organization of personnel management and notification during normal operation and

accidents.

At this stage of the analysis a set of process equipment providing necessary series of technological
processes in various operation modes of the power unit, i.e. the equipment ensuring necessary
conversions of material/energy flows of the power unit, is taken as known and fixed. The above set of
basic and auxiliary process equipment hereinafter is called as controlled object.

It is necessary to note a major aspect for the organization of effective and safe functioning of the
object, namely:
a . any controlled object should possess an availability factor for accomplishment of production tasks

ofabout one,
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• controlled objects, which task is to ensure long enough with high availability factor performance
of basic production goals, should have fault-safe structure of basic and auxiliary process
equipment,

• . as absolutely reliable equipment does not exist, the system ensuring constant monitoring and
diagnostics of basic and auxiliary process equipment condition and also control of such set of
basic and auxiliary process equipment should be stipulated so that the readiness for performance
of production tasks was maintained at a level of about one.

Besides the specified monitoring and control systems functioning on-line, there should be stipulated
monitoring systems providing long-term forecast of condition of the set of basic and auxiliary process
equipment and service life during operation.

The power unit as a whole is portrayed as consisting of the controlled object and control system and is
considered during its operation.

It should be noted that in case of automatic reaction of the control system to some situation, such
stages of the control process as setting of the goal and decision making (frequently also selection of
the control algorithm) are absent, since they are accomplished at the stage of creation of the control
system by the developer (i.e. the reaction in this case also is appropriate).
However, at this stage of the analysis all goals are written unequivocally irrespective of the way of
their subsequent realization, and the goal is formed for the (control system + controlled object = power
unit) complex and is achieved by means of the appropriate organization of process equipment,
hardware of the control system, inclusion in composition of the control system of the human
(operation personnel).

The analysis of the structure of the power unit goals is one of the phases of investigation of the power
unit as controlled object (fig. 1).

On the basis of analysis of the structure of goals of the power unit, those functions of control system
should be separated, which are connected to the formation of current goals and criteria of control
during operation the power unit, as well as the necessary initial information should be gathered, on the
basis of which these goals are formed. We shall enter a number of concepts necessary for further
presentation:

Goal - desirable result of the object operation,

Task - any situation demanding some action from the subject. As the motive for action we shall
consider a discrepancy between the result of the power unit operation and the current goal.

Action - influence on the controlled object in order to bring it into condition, in which the result of its
operation corresponds to the current goal.

The goal is achieved as a result of activity of the subject having for this the necessary set of means
and methods (ways) of their application.

The activity of the subject within the structure of control system consists in the following
elements/stages:
• . formation of the current goals,
• . monitoring,
a . diagnostics,
a . forecasting,
a . estimation of danger of a situation and a stock in time for decision making,
• . selection or formation of the operation mode, structure of operation equipment, control algorithm,
Q . realization of control influences,
• , decision making.
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It is also necessary to take into account that the necessary result (goal) is achieved, if requirements to
production quality (electric power), requirements to modes of the equipment use, safety requirements
and economic limits are sustained.

With respect for the above limits of the goal as to desirable result of the power unit operation in a
certain mode, the certain (desirable) condition of the power unit, which hereinafter we shall interpret
as the global goal, can be compared.

For characterization of the condition of the power unit or its elements, various variables are used,
offers on which classification are given by fig. 2, on the basis of the model of technological processes
characteristic for systems designed to convert material/energy flows.

So the condition of the power unit is characterized by a set of variables and can be shown by a point in
the infinity of these variables.

Generally, the infinity of variables of the power unit condition can be separated into a number of
areas, each of which is characterized by a degree of achievement of the goal (according to the accepted
assessment criteria) and composition of operation equipment (fig. 3).

The area of full achievement of the goal, within the limits of which the power unit carries out
the functions assigned to it completely and does not goes outside the limits of the established
limits. It is necessary to note that the above area can be non-uniform from the point of view of
efficiency of the power unit operation, i.e. the sub-area of optimum performance can be allocated
within the limits of this area.
It is also necessary to earmark within the limits of this area situations, in which essential variables
and variables describing the limits, do not go outside the established limits, however, the process
develops in such a manner that after a certain time there can be reached a limiting condition, if
necessary measures are not taken, and so the process will go outside the potentially dangerous
limits.
If the vector describing condition of the power unit in the infinity of variables is within the limits
of this area then the operation of the power unit will be optimum in some respect (at known
variables and criteria of assessment of operation efficiency or criteria of optimality).
Area of partial achievement of the goal, for which the vector describing condition of the power
unit in the infinity of variables is within the limits of this area then the efficiency of operation will
be somewhat worse in relation to the optimum, i.e. a damage will be noticed, which size is
determined by the position of the condition vector and duration of its stay in the appropriate point
of space.
Area of total failure to achieve the goal, for which the vector describing condition of the power
unit in the infinity of variables is outside of the dangerous limit, it means for the power unit a full
outage owing to an accident, mistakes of personnel, etc.
It is also necessary to note the existence of two kinds of dangerous limits:
Really dangerous, in case of trespassing this limit the system will lose stability, its individual
elements will be destroyed, limits and conditions of safe operation will be violated or the system
will cease to exist completely.
Conditionally dangerous, which are characterized by the limit value of damage the excess of
which will mean, for example, unprofitabiliry of further operation, but it is not an accident yet,
however, it can serve as an origin of accident, for example, in the power supply system. In the
process the conditions of safe operation can be violated.

Each of situations associated with reaching of the dangerous limit or for its trespassing should be
assessed from the point of view of possible damage.

It seems expedient to allocate two zones (admissible and inadmissible) for variables describing degree
of attainment of the safety requirements.
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Hence, as a result of analysis of the goals it is necessary to show for each operation mode, each of the
structure levels and accordingly for each element participating in the realization of a certain operation
mode conditions and limits of safe operation:
a . goal of operation;
a . attributes (variables) and criteria (area of allowable changes) characterizing degree of deviation;
• value of damage due to failure to achieve or partial achievement of the set goal,
a . sensitivity of the global goal to failure to achieve the goal of the given rank.

The assessment of the value of damage due to failure to achieve or partial achievement of the goal
makes possible to appraise the required reliability of accomplishment of individual functions of the
condition of safe operation and its elements.

It is necessary to pay attention to such important question as operation modes of the NPP power unit.
In order to define operation modes of the power unit of nuclear power station (as well as of any
industrial object) it is offered to give concrete definitions, without which it is obviously impossible to
carry out in a correct way the development of the power unit control system.

The operation mode of the power unit shall be defined as a definitely organized interaction of its
elements during a certain time interval.

Conditions and a character of interaction of the power unit elements in each concrete mode are set
according to the goals determining achievement of final or intermediate operation results of, which
satisfy certain criteria and restrictions.

The concrete mode is characterized by a set of attributes (variables) fixing conditions of the beginning
and the end of the mode time interval, as well as operation range and permissible (limit) values in their
statics and dynamics, on which it is possible to judge about the quality of functions carried out by
elements of the power unit for achievement of the goal (fig. 4).

The modes are subdivided on scheduled and unscheduled.

Modes which are planned as a result of the long-term forecast and are determined by operation rules
the object are called scheduled.

Such modes are called normal operation modes.

Modes which are caused by unforeseen (not predicted, abnormal) events which have occurred as a
result of influence of external and internal factors (reasons, circumstances) are called unscheduled.
Such modes are called modes with breach of normal operation conditions.

Scheduled and unscheduled modes of the object, in turn, are subdivided as follows:
- start-up mode,
- power operation mode,
- outage.

The above modes are subdivide on steady-state and non-steady-state modes:
a steady-state mode, in which variables (operation parameters) of the object are relatively

stabilized;
a non-steady-state mode, in which there are changes of variables appropriate to transition of

elements from one state into another according to change of the goals.

Modes of the power unit operation can be normal and abnormal.

The normal mode of the power unit operation is such mode, in which it is ready to carry out or stop
the function assigned to it at a given time according to the established requirements.
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In doing so the operation goals are reached and, correspondingly, no limit and condition (criteria and
restrictions) is broken.

The abnormal mode of the power unit is such condition, in which it either does not carry out or is not
ready to carry out or stop the function assigned to it according to the established requirements as a
result of internal or external reasons.

In doing so the operation goals are not reached in part or completely and, respectively, at least one of
limits and conditions (criteria or restrictions) is broken.

Abnormal modes are subdivided on the following:
- Pre-accident operation;
- Accident operation;
- Post-accident mode.

The pre-accident operation is characterized by a non-authorized deviation from the norm of the
power unit operation and achievement of variables of limit values of alarm set points and activation of
blocking devices.

The accident operation is characterized by achievement of variables of the accident set points and
subsequent operation of the complex of protection devices.

The accident operation can be very short in time and it is determined by spans of time and a sequence
of operation of protection devices.

There differentiate also between design and beyond design-basis accident modes which definitions
are given in the codes in rules.

The post-accident mode is characterized by a gradual decrease of values of variables of the working
loads of technological the power unit elements to the set limits as well as operation of devices
designed to mitigate and localize consequences of accident as much as possible.

For each mode, there should be allocated ranges of variables designed to identify the following:
Q condition of controlled object,
• . variables of basic operation process,
a . variables characterizing conditions of the object operation.

Let's return to the notion of the I & C system. Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of operation of control
systems of a technological object.

The current data flow on the condition of operation process ongoing in the controlled object is fed in
the control system which carries out a number of actions starting from the gathering of information
and finishing by the influence on the controlled object. The information obtained from the object is
compared with the task set to the control system; the task is formed outside of the control system with
respect for the goal of the system operation. Results of comparison are analyzed, then decisions are
prepared and made. The possibility of making decisions is shown also on the basis of results of control
and analysis.

A human as an element of the examined control system can play an important role in the considered
process of information gathering and processing. For example, he/she can take decisions and form
influences on the object. The participation of humans and the role which is allocated to him/her in the
control process characterize the level of organization of this process. In turn, the proportion of actions,
which are carried out by humans and automatic devices, induce the hardware-software structure of the
control system. The best option of distribution of all series of actions between humans and automatics
is prior unknown; it depends on concrete conditions on the object, quality of applied automatic
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devices, level of technical training of personnel participating in the control of the process. Usually this
problem arises already during designing of the system and is set as a task of an optimum distribution
of functions between humans and machines, i.e. as the "human- machine" task.

The automated process control system (I & C) is the automated control system designed for the
development and realization of control influences on the technological controlled object according to
the accepted control criterion. As it is one of versions the I & C system, it is characterized by the
following attributes common to all automated control systems. It is necessary to specially note here
that scientific and technical literature, codes and rules as well as design documentation directly
emphasize such quality of the I & C system as control of technological process and not anything
else.

Furthermore, it is necessary to bear in mind that the automated control system can be referred to the I
& C class only in the event, if it can do the following:
a . carries out influence on the object with the same rate as technological processes ongoing in it,
Q . ensures control of technological object as a whole, and its technical means participate in taking of

the control decisions.

By the last two factors the I & C system differs in a qualitative way from complexes of automation
means of units and various local systems of automatics, which in essence are technical means for
automation of humans' actions in either this or that section of technological process, or this or that
auxiliary technological process. In contrast to this, the automated decision-making process on control
of technological object as a whole is realized is realized in the I & C system.

The assignment of any automated control system, its necessary functional capabilities, desirable
technical characteristics and other features in a decisive way are determined by the object, for which
the given system is created. For I & C system, the controlled object is the so-called controlled process
object comprised of a set of process equipment used to realize the process of production of a
target product on it according to the appropriate manuals or rules. The given definition of the
controlled process system emphasizes, on the one hand, the congruity of the process and equipment
and, on the another, completeness of transformation of input resources in the end-product (electric
and/or thermal energy).

By operating the object, the I & C system tends to influence directly these or that elements of
equipment: throttle and cutoff valves, gates, slide valves, pumps, etc. The intensity of these control
influences is chosen during operation so that the process of processing input material and power flows
was carried out on the object process equipment by the most expedient way.

At the development stage of the I & C system, it is important to differentiate in a correct way the
controlled object from the total NPP production/process structure. With this aim in view it is necessary
to take into account the assignment and role of individual devices, units and installations, degree of
dependence of their operation on other auxiliary sections, presence of dividing (buffer) tanks between
them, finally, the accepted (or desirable) degree of centralization of control on this NPP. According to
this, process units and installations, separate auxiliary process and the production departments
realizing independent completed operation cycle can be considered as the controlled process system.

The I & C task can be defined as purposeful accomplishment of technological process and
assurance of nearby and higher control systems with necessary information.
It is necessary to pay attention to one of the basic issues, which ensure safe and effective operation of
the object, i.e. observability of condition.

This issue will be considered on an example of the reactor installation, as it is one of the most complex
NPP objects.
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Observability of reactor installation is a possibility of assessment of values of variables determining
its condition on the basis of information received experimentally. It is obvious that without ensuring
observability of condition the realization of technological process and I & C existence is impossible.

The improvement of observability determines the expediency of implementation of this or that control
and measuring equipment in the I & C structure and in general in the structure of any control and
measuring system.

The technology of measurements should be directed at assurance of observability and gathering of
measuring data on the condition of technological processes, condition of the object and conditions of
its operation.

The assurance of observability of the reactor installation condition is connected with the solution of a
number of problems, which include the following(fig. 6):

Definition of the goal - assurance of observability of the reactor installation condition.
Statement of the problem - gathering of the necessary measuring data with minimum (or
limited) material and time costs.
Creation of the object model. During creation of the object model there should be taken into
account the following:

H Features of a reactor design.
5 Features of reactor process.
j Modes of operation - requirements to measuring data depending on the reactor operation mode,
j Requirements to the scope of measuring data.

Selection of variables and monitoring methods of the following:
•basic process;
• degrees of accomplishment of limits and conditions of safe operation;
G condition of the reactor equipment.
The method of data gathering about a variable is selected depending on requirements to the
information and presence of appropriate measurement means, namely:
- Measurement,
- Control,
- Recognition of image.

Selection of sensors. In the process there are taken into account:
• Purpose (type) of control: laboratory or technical control.
• • easurement accuracy, for assessment and provision of which there will be carried out analysis of
random and systematic measurement errors, definition of corrections and accuracy (error) of their
definition.
^•Economic aspects of sensors' use including purchases and operation, effect of use together with
possible losses from absence or faults of control.
• Selection of sensors' location. In doing so possibilities of sensors' arrangement on the basis of the
reactor design, sensors' design and procedure errors determined by the location of sensors are taken
into account.

Operation of sensors which is carried out according to the operational documentation and
includes their installation, calibration during installation and operation including entering
of necessary corrections.
Check of technical condition including assessment of errors during operation.
Removal.
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